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T FUNDAMENTAL TRANSFORMATION FORMULA OF DIVIDED DIFFERENCES ON UNDIRECTED NETWORKS 

DANIELA MARIAN 

ABSTRACT. We establish a fundamental transformation formula of divided differences on undirected networks. We adopt the definition of network as metric space introduced by P. M. Dearing and R. L. Francis (1974). 

1. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS AND REsULT 

The definition of network as metric space was introduced in 1] and was used 
in 2, 14, 13j, etc. 

We consider an undirected, connected graph G = (W, A), without loops or 
multiple edges. To each vertex w E W we associate a point v; from the Euclidean 
space R", q E N,g 2 2. This yields a finite subset V of R', called the vertex 
set of the network. We also associate to each edge (wi, w;) E A a rectitiable 

are [vi, v} CR' called edge of the network. We assume that any two edges 
have no interior common points. We denote by E = {e1,.., Emj, ek = Ui,, Vja 
k=1,2,.., m the set of all edges. We define the network N = (V,E) by 

N = {a ¬ R" |3 (wi, W,) E A so that z ¬ [v, v,]} 
obvious that N is a geometric image of G, which follows naturally from an 

enbedding of G in R". Suppose that for cach edge ex = lvi, Vju E E, k = 

7, there exist a continuous one-to-one mapping Tey : [0,1]> [vi Vj) so 

hat ,(0)= v,, Te, (1) = vj, and Te, (0, 1) = lvi, Vjal 
:y Connected and closed subset of an edge ex = [vi, Vi E E bounded by two 
and y is called a closed subedge and is denoted by le, y. If one or botn 

dare nissing we say than the subedge is open in x, or in y, or is open and we 

fune 
note 

i Dy (,y), [T,y), or (r, y), respectively. We denote by 6, the inverse 

We consider that ex = [vi, Uil has the positive length le,. USing 

it is possible to compute the length of (z,y as 

I (lr, u) = 10e. (r) - 6. (y)! le, Particularly we have 
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(l, v,}) = ley,l ([vi, r]) = te, (r) le 

73 
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and 
(7, v,l) = (1- 0., (r)) le, 

A path L(7, y) linking two points r and y in N 1s a sequence of edges and 

most two subedges at extremities, starting in r and ending in y. f r = u th 

path is called cycle. The length of a path (cycle) is the sum of the lengthis of a 

its component edges and subedges and will be denoted by (L (x, y). If a 

(cycle) contains only distinct vertices then we call it elementary. 

A network is connected if for every pair of points c,y E N there exists a Dath 

L (7, y) C N. A connected network without cycles is called tree. 

Let D (r, y) be a shortest path between the points x, y E N. This path is also0 

called geodesic. We define a distance on N as follows: 

at 

the 
all 

path 

Definition 1.1. |1For every pair of points a, y E N, the distance from to y, 

d (T, y) in the netuwork N is the length of a shortest path from a toy: 

d (7,y) = (D (r, v). 
It is obvious that (N, d) is a metric space. 

For ,y E N, we denote 

(1) (,y)= {z E N|d(z, z) + d (2, y) = d(z, y)}, 
and (r, y is called the metric segment between r and y. 

We consider a nonnegative integer n 2 0, two points z,y ¬ N, D (7,y) C (7,u) 

a shortest path from z to y, a function f : N -R and the distinct points 

(2) 1, V2, . Un+1 

included on the path D (x,y). 
In 3] E. lacob dcnote: 

Pa(a)= P: D (r.y)-+ R| P(t) = eud (a, t) , ce ¬R 
k=0 

al P The elements of P» (r) are called metric polynomials. For a metric polynom 
the maximum number k for which the coefficient ck is different by zero is a 

the degree of P. 
E. Tacob established that exist a single polynomial P ¬ P, (r) which 15 ey 

with f on the points (2). The polynomial P" is denoted with 

al 

L(Pn (r);1,.., tn+1i S) 
and is called interpolation metric polynomial of Lagrange type. 
Theorem 1.1. 3|The metric polynomial 

L (Pn (r);ari,.., Tn+liS) : D(2,y)R 
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TRANSFORM. 

L (Pn (t);*1,., Tn+1i S) (t) = (3 
(d (x, t) d(t,r1)) (d (r, t) - d (r, si-1)) (d (r, vi)- d (r, *i)) ... (d (r, c;) - d(r, 3;-)) 

n+T 

2 ) 
(d (x, t) -d (7, ti41)).. (d (t, t) - d (z,Tn+ 1) (d (x, ri)- d (x, Fi+1)) * .. (d (r, *;) - d (7, Tht) 

helongs to the set Pn (*) and satisfy the conditions 
L (Pa(r);t1,., Tn+1i J) (ri) = f(ri), for all i = 1,2,.., T +1 

(4) 

Moreover L (Pa (T) ;T1,.., Tn+1i J) is the unique metric polynomial from Pa (z) which satisfy the condition (4). 

In 151 the coefticient Cn of L(Pn (t) ;t1,.., nt1; f) corresponding of d" (a, t) is called the divided ditterence of the function f on the points (2) related to r. We denote 

5) Cr 1, t2,..., Tn+1; Slr 
Theorem 1.2. 5)The divided difference (5) has the following properties: 
(6 1, T2, Tn+1, ̀ lr 

(d (x, vi) - d (x, zi) .. (d (r, xi) - d (c, ti-1)) 

(d (r, c;) - d(x, xi41)) ... (d(a, zi) - d (r, t'n+1)) 

1,2, n+1; d" (z,)]. = 0, k =0,1, .., n - 1 7) 
1,k= n 

and 

8) 
0,k = 0, 1,..., n - 1 

Ck, k= n 
P1F2, +13 Co + cd (:, t) + ... + cpd (r, t)], = 

VC1,C2,., Ck E R. 

= (d (z,t) - d(z,z1)) (d (r, t) - d(r, xa)).. (d (r, t) - d(r, n+1)) 

We denote now 

9)p t) 
and 

(d(r, (r, r;) - d(r, ri)) ... (d (, zi) - d(r,ri-i) 

(d(, ri) - d (#, wi+1))... (d (r, c;) - d(z, #nt1), 

1.2,.., 7 +l 

(10) 

Vi= 
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With the notatios (9) and (10) we obtain 

f(ri) p(), 
L (P. («) ;r1,.. Tntli)) Z (r), d (r, t) -d (r, r,)) 

and 
f(a) 

CES 2. THE FUNDAMENTAL TRANSFORMATION FORMULA OF DIVIDED DIFFERENCes 

In [7 T. Popoviciu established a fundamental transformation form1ula of usual 
divided diferences. This also can be find in 18 and 6. In what follows we 
establish a analogous fundamental transformation formula of divided differences 

on undirected network. 
We consider a network N, two fixed points a, y ¬ N, D (3,y)c (,v), a n0n 

negative integer n >0, a natural number m n +1 and m distinet points 

(11) 1,T2, Wm 

included on the path D («, y). 
We denote 

A(), =r,i+1,, i+ji fla ,A (f). = f(z), 

= d(x, t) - d(x, c;)) (d(2, t) - d(r, Ti+1)) 
.. (d(r, t) -d (z, ri+j), 

Pi,j+1 (t) 

Pio (), = 1 

and 

(d (r, ,)d(z, zi) ... (d (r, x,) - d(r, #,-1)) 
d (r, -) - d (7, ar+1)) (d (#, #,) - d(a, #i+) 

Pij+1 (r) 

where i =1,2,.., m- j, j = 0,1,.., mn - 1 and r = i,i + 1,..., ? t With this last notations we have 

p(t) = P1,n+1 (t), 

P)= P1,a+1(), , Vi = 1,2,.. . , n +1| 
and 

a), f(,) 
itj 

=iPi,jt1 () 
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ider now a fiunction J:D(®,9)> R and the lincar combination 

F f (r,). 

the 
icients A; E R,i = 

Theorem 2.1. The expressi0n (12) always can be cxpresses like follous: 

(12) 

1,2,..., 7m being independent by the function f. 

F ,A, ().+ 2rA, U)., (13) 
i=1| i=1 

e the coeficients jlj and Yi do not depend by the functionf. These coefficients 
where 

at Completely determined by the coefficients A;. 
Praof, Indeed, if we equal the second member of (12) with the second member 

of (13) we have 

m m 

Af r)= a).+ 2%A, ), 
i=l i=1 =1 

T 

Af (r) = 1A (). + 2A (G), +.. + #A-i (S).+ 

A, (f), +2A (S). +.. +m-n4* ()., 
2 

2Af (z) = 1f () + #22 (#;)_ t Hn2pn (Ti), 

+7 
i=1 (t7 

Í(r) ...+m-n fri) 

T 

+ 
i1 P1,2 (i), i=1 P1,n (i), i=l 

n+2 
a) 

2P2,n41 (ri), i=m-nPm-n,n+1 (Ti), 
We identify now the coefficients and we obtain the following linear system of m 

quation with the unknowns 1,2,.., Mn and y1, 72. Ym-n 
2 P1 T121)» +0 2t..+0 m-n P1,(T) =0 1+ + 1r2). 

P1,n+1(t1) 
Y2 +.+0 Vm-n 

P1,n+1(r2) P2,n+1i) 

An 41 +0 2 +... +0 n +0. 1+0 Y2 +.+ 
The minant 

Ym-n 

m-n , 7nFI n+1(Tm). 

of this systen is 

and it P1,(n). 1,n+1 (n+1) P2,n+1 (n+2) .. Pm-n,n+1Tm)p 
is different by zero, mined. O 

For cstablish the 
cocfficients s1,/42,..., Un and 71,2,..., Ym-n We covenient 

Consequently the coefficients jli, 7i are unique deter- 

Sarch the function J 
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First, for establish the coctficients j#1,u2, 4n we consider the funet! . 

f(t) = P1.j-1 (), = (d (r,t) 
- d (r, zi)) (d (z,t) - d(z, r»)): . 

(d (r,1)- d(r, rj-1)) 

f D (x, y) - R 

where E {1,2,..., n 
Lemma 2.1. We have 

0, ifi= 1,2,.., j -1 
1, 1, ifi= 

A 0, ifi =j+ +2,.,7 
and 

A, ), =0, Vi = 1,2,.., 7-n 

Proof. 1. For i = 1,2,..,j - 1 we have 

f() A) = FPi, (t,) 

d(, )-d(z, a1)) (d(r, zr) -d(z, ra).. (d(r, r,) -d(, tj-1) 
-

T=l 

But ij-1 hence all the terms of the sum are zero, so A (S), =0. 

2. For i j we apply the relation (8) and we have 

(), = zi,T2,.., Bi; (d (c, t) - d(7, zi)) (d (r, t) - d(t,r2)* 

(d(r,t) - d(%,2j-1)] =1 
because f is a metric polynomial of degree i - 1. 

3. For ij+1,j+2, ..., We also apply the relation (8) and we na 
-1 ), 1,#2,.., z; (d(z,t) - d (7,z1)) (d (r,t)- -d (7, *2) 

(d (r,t) - d (7, aj-1)) == 0 

because the degree of the metric polynomial f is j - 1 and j -1<i* 
2 for 

i= j +1,j +2,...,n. 4. From the relation (8) we have 
A , = i,Jit+1y.., Titni (d (r, t) - d(x, #1)) (d (r, t) - d(t, #2 (d (,t)-d (r, rj-1) = 0 because the degree of the metric polynomial f is j - 1 and j * -

- 1. 0 
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Lemma 
2.2. For every j = 1,2,., n 

= A(d (r, zi) - d(r,zi)) (d(r, z,) - d(z, ra) (14) 
i=j 

(d (x, c;) - d(z, rj-1)). 

Proof. From Theorem 2.1 we have 
m m-n 

Af () ia- U). + 74, ( 
i=l i=1 

We apply now Lemma 2.1 and we obtain 
m T 

Af) =AP1j-1(i), = 
i=l =1 

m 

A (d (z, #i) - d(7, zi1)) (d (z, z;) - d(z, za)) ... (d (7, zi) -d(7, aj-1). 

i=j 

For establish now the coeficients 1, 2,., Ym-n we consider the function 

S D(7, y) > R, 

;) = 
0, if r = T1, T2, . ,Tj+n-1 

Pj+1,n-1(t)z, it r= Tj+n,7j+n+1 , .. m 

where j= 1,2,.. ., m - n. 

Lemma 2.3. We have 

A Si), = 0 for every i = 1,2,...n 

and 
0, ifi = 1,2,. . . ,j -1 

d,+n)-d(,2,)» Y=j 

0, ifi =j+1,j + 2,.., m-n 

Toof. 1. For every i = 1,2,...n we have i n <j+n hence J(*1) = 

(r2) = ... = f; (ri) =0. Consequently 

) =0. 
A (), = 1,*2,,i 5l. F 2.(-) 

Or every i = 1,2,...,j - 1 we have i+n<j +n - 1 hence 
2 

(*i) = f; (ri+1) =... 
= fj(Ti+n) = 0. 

Consequently 
= 0. ). = e) ), = 2n+r): 
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3. For i = j we have 

1-3 

4, (), = 2 ) PPint(7,), 

But 

)= fj +1) =... fj (rjtn-1) =0 and J; ("itn) = Pi+1,n-1 (r,tn ). 

Hence , (G), = 

Jf(j+n) 
d (r. yn)d(t. a,) (d(a, aj+n) - d(t, aj+1)-. - (d (0, Tj+n) - d(7, Tj+n-1) 

d(r.Tjn) -d(r, 2j+1)) (d(z, aj+n)-d(z, Tj+2)).. (d(T, Tj+n) =d(7,aj+n-1) 
(d ( j+n) - d(x, x;)) (d (x, aj+n) - d (x, cj+1))... (d(0, tj+n)-d(7,c,+n-i 

1 

d(, Tj+n)- d{T, #j) 
4. Finally we compute A, (f;). = {Ti, T+1,.., Titni fi. for i = j+l,j + 

2. . , m n. We see that i +n2j+n + 1. We have 

f () = 0 for every number r so that i <r <j+n -1 

and 

) = Pj+1,n-1(r,)« for every number r so that j +n r<i+n. 
But 

Pj+1,n-1(rr)z = (d(z, ,)- d (z,Tj+1)) (d (r, z,) - d (r, tj+2)) * .- 
(d (r, ,)- d(t, tj+n-1)) = 0 for every r = j+1,j +2,...,j + n- 1. Consequently 

r) = Pj+1,n-1(,), for every r = i, i +1,...i+nand we obtain A, (S;). = 0 because the degree of the polynomial J; \ " 
the divided difference is considered on n+l points. D Lemna 2.4. For every j = 1,2,.. ., m- Tn 

and 

(15) (d(s, rj+n) -d(r, r,)) 
(d (#, a,) - d (r, rj +)) (d (a, r;) - d(a, *j+2)) ijtn 

(d(, ti) - d (x, #jtn-1)). 
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Proof. From Theorem 2.1 we have 

- n 
m 

YAS (r1) =ia (), + YA, ),. i=1 
i=1 

i=1 

We apply Lemma 2.3 and we have 

m 

=(d(r,j+n)-d(z, r,)) S; (7;) = 

m 

=(d(r, rj+n) - d(r, r;)) Ai Pj+1,n-1ri)- = (d(z, Tj+n) - d(z, z,) i=j+n 
m 

;(d (z, x;) - d(z, Tj+1)) (d (r, zi) - d(r, Fj+2) 
i=j+n 

.(d (r, ti) - d(7, Tj+n-1)) 
From Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 we obtain the following fundamental trans- 

formation formula of divided differences. 
Theorem 2.2. For every natural number n we have: 

2Afa)= Ap1j-1(i)» | A-),+ 

(d(e, a+n) - d(z, a;)) P+1,n-1 (7i). | A, (S).-

i=jtn 
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